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ABSTRACT: Bitcoin price prediction based on people's opinions on Twitter usually requires millions of tweets, using 

different text mining techniques, and developing a machine learning model to perform the prediction. These attempts 

lead to the employment of a significant amount of computer power, central processing unit (CPU) utilization, random 

access memory (RAM) usage, and time. To address this issue, in this project, we consider a classification of tweet 

attributes that effects price changes and computer resource usage levels while obtaining an accurate price prediction. To 

classify tweet attributes having a high effect on price movement, we collect all Bitcoin-related tweets posted in a 

certain period and divide them into four categories based on the following tweet attributes: (i) the number of followers 

of the tweet poster, (ii) the number of comments on the tweet, (iii) the number of likes, and (iv) the number of retweets. 

We separately train and test by using the Q-learning model with the above four categorized sets of tweets and the best 

accurate prediction among them. We compare our approach with a classic approach where all Bitcoin-related tweets are 

used as input data for the model, by analyzing the CPU workloads, RAM usage, memory, time, and prediction accuracy. 

The results show that tweets posted by users with the most followers have the most influence on a future price, and 

their utilization leads to spending 80% less time, 88.8% less CPU consumption, and 12.5% more accurate predictions 

compared with the classic approach. 

I.INTRODUCTION 

Earlier stock market forecasting research relied on past stock values. Most studies have discovered that analyzing 

previous prices is not sufficient to anticipate stock market changes because stock market prices are highly volatile.  

According to the efficient market hypothesis, financial market movements are influenced by news, current events, and 

product releases, all of which have a substantial impact on a company's stock value. As a large stock market, Bitcoin 

has no central controlling authority and is regulated solely by the public. As a result, Bitcoin is viewed as a volatile 

cryptocurrency and its value is influenced by public ideas. 

 

Bitcoin (BTC), the decentralized cryptographic currency, is like most commonly known currencies in the sense that it 

is affected by socially constructed opinions, whether those opinions have basis in facts, or not. Since Bitcoin was 

revealed to the world, in 2009, it quickly gained interest as an alternative to regular currencies. As such, like most 

things, opinions and information about Bitcoin are prevalent throughout the Social Media sphere. 

 

“Bitcoin is not a currency it's an asset," Pavan Sukhdev, the president of environmental advocacy group WWF 

International and a former managing director at Deutsche Bank, told Yahoo Finance in a recent interview. He pointed 

to the extreme volatility and lack of backing value as reasons for its illegitimacy. 

               

        II.RELATED WORK 

 
In this section, we classify the related research into the following three categories: 

 (1) Bitcoin price prediction with public opinion,  

(2) Striving for accurate prediction, and 

(3) Resource usage minimization.  

Sentiment analysis is an important field for researchers, as people’s thoughts and emotions have become popular and 

146 an acceptable technique for examining and analyzing public opinion. Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram are 

examples 148 of social media platforms used to collect sentiment data for 149 research. The major goal of adopting 

these approaches is to 150 identify and extract emotions in spoken or written language 151 using natural language 

processing techniques. Among other 152 social media platforms, Twitter has recently attracted interest 153 from a wide 

range of academic disciplines, as it is considered 154 useful for analyzing economic and social datasets. The 

employment of machine learning algorithms on the data extracted 156 from Twitter has opened widely opportunities 

including identification of hatred speeches, analyzing personalities 158 based on profile pictures, prediction on 

offensiveness in tweets, etc. 
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III.METHODOLOGY 

 

For our project, the chosen programming language is Python. Python is widely recognized as an easy-to-learn and 

powerful programming language.  

 

Libraries:  

PyTorch: PyTorch is a popular open-source machine learning library widely used for developing and training neural 

networks. which allows us flexible and efficient execution of our neural network models. 

 

Matplotlib: It offers a wide variety of plot types, including line plots, scatter plots, bar charts, histograms, heatmaps, 

and Seaborn to enhance the visual appeal of the plots generated with Matplotlib. These visualizations help us analyze 

and present data related to twitter twit attribute. 

 

Numpy: It allows us to work with large amounts of data efficiently and perform various operations on arrays. It utilizes 

optimized C code under the hood, making it significantly faster than traditional Python lists for numerical computations. 

This speed advantage is crucial for processing large amounts of data in real-time. 

 

Working with q-learning algorithm: In this section, we introduce our approach to predicting Bitcoin prices based on 

Twitter data. For this, we adopt simple reinforcement learning, in which the environment was the Bitcoin market. For 

building the model, we used Machine Learning & Reinforcement Learning Algorithm [Q Learning]. 

 

IV.PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

 

Here we evaluate the performance of each model such as F1 score, Precision, Recall and Accuracy of the model is 

calculated. 

 

Working Model: 

 

A.DATA COLLECTION: We use a total of 1690 days' data that is in the time from April 1, 2014, to November 14, 

2018, in the Bitcoin price market as real data to predict the Bitcoin price because it was observed that the Bitcoin price 

fluctuated substantially during this period. This motivates us to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method during 

this period. 

BITCOIN TWEET DATA: We use Tweepy and Twitter's streaming API for the Bitcoin-related tweet data. Tweepy is a 

Python-based open-source framework, makes it easier to gather tweets using Twitter API. 

Yahoo Finance Dataset: We can view historical price, dividend, and split data for most quotes in Yahoo Finance to 

forecast the future of a company or gain market insight. Historical data can be downloaded as a CSV file to be used 

offline, which you can open with Excel or a similar program. 

 

B.SENTIMENT ANALYSIS: As a final step, we apply sentiment analysis to determine 358 subjective emotions or 

views expressed in the tweets on Bitcoin. We perform sentiment analysis by categorizing textual views into categories 

such as ``positive,' ``negative,' or ``neutral.' 

.  

Fig. 1. Working with q-learning 
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Fig 2  system architecture 

 

V.EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
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Figures shows the results of analysis of bitcoin price prediction 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

 

The data is collected from Yahoo Finance online server. Another dataset on Bitcoin Tweets are scrapped from twitter 

by proving the Authentication using API keys. We applied various ML (Random Forest, Support Vector Machines, K –

Nearest Neighbor and Decision Tree) Q-Learning Algorithms (Deep Q-Learning). We have compared the ML and QL 

models at the end based on the accuracy level. Finally, we have developed the Web Application, Flask based, which is 

working on the Real-time tweets from twitter website. The final model deployed in Q-Learning with 100% accuracy in 

training and 70% in testing the Data. 
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